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Abstract 

Sickle cell anemia – the most common form of sickle cell disease (SCD) – is a 

debilitating condition that presents with health complications ranging from severe pain 

due to vaso-occlusion and acute chest syndrome, to a reduced ability to sufficiently 

transport oxygen through the body due to accelerated hemolysis of red blood cells. The 

underlying cause of SCD is a genetic mutation in which valine is replaced by glutamic 

acid at the sixth position of the β-globin chain, leading to the production of an abnormal 

sickle hemoglobin (hemoglobin S). This abnormal protein within the red blood cells have 

an increased propensity to polymerize into long fibers when deoxygenated, decreasing 

red-cell deformability while increasing the rate of cell death by damaging the cell 

membrane. These sickled red blood cells can then clump together to occlude blood 

vessels causing pain and organ damage. The impact of SCD has led to the evaluation of 

different treatment modalities in attempt to cure or ameliorate the manifestations of the 

disease. This thesis is intended to review the underlying disease process, elucidate the 

treatment modalities that have been previously proposed, and highlight the effect of 

hydroxyurea as the primary approved treatment of sickle cell anemia due to its ability to 

reverse the polymerization of already sickled cells, and increase the levels of fetal 

hemoglobin (HbF). The increase of HbF levels is a major goal of treatment that can 

achieved by increasing the expression of gamma-globin genes, therefore we can 

hypothesize that upregulating the activity of enzyme Demethylase will reverse the 

methylation of the CpG islands and reverse the binding of Histone deacetylase allowing 

the transcription of already silenced genes to resume.  
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Introduction 

Definition and Background: 

Sickle cell anemia is a hereditary blood disorder that is caused by an abnormality in the 

oxygen-carrying hemoglobin molecule in red blood cells (RBCs). This abnormality causes the 

red blood cells to assume a rigid, sickle-like shape under certain circumstances1. Sickle-cell 

anemia is the most common form of sickle-cell disease (SCD), and is associated with a number 

of both acute and chronic health problems such as infections, episodes of severe pain known as 

the “sickle-cell crisis", stroke, and an increased risk of death2. This genetic disease only occurs 

when the patient inherits two genes for the sickle hemoglobin, one from each parent. It is this 

inheritance of two copies of a mutant β-globin gene that is the underlying cause of the sickle cell 

disease, and the patient is said to be homozygous for the sickle hemoglobin gene. The exact 

mutation is a single nucleotide substitution GAG→GTG, which substitutes the amino acid valine 

for glutamic acid at the sixth position in the β-globin chain of hemoglobin A, resulting in a 

hemoglobin that has an increased tendency to polymerize called hemoglobin S 5. 

The Clinical Problem 

The sickle cell disease is one of the most common autosomal recessive disorders in the 

world, and is primarily seen in persons of Sub-Saharan heritage, with about 1 in 14 of whom 

only inherit one gene and is said to be heterozygous –an asymptomatic carrier. Due to the vast 

amount of sickle cell carriers in certain populations, the risk that they procreate with other 

carriers and have babies homozygous for SCD is greatly increased9. For example, in some parts 

of sub-Saharan Africa, there is an estimated 40 to 60% of the population heterozygous for SCD, 

which allows for the possibility that 1 to 4% of babies born in this region will be homozygous 

and therefore have the disease 9. With the extensive clinical manifestations of this disease, 
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patients have been considered to have a low quality of life comparable to that of patients with 

arthritis or myocardial infarction10. In the United States alone, there were over 113,000 

hospitalization for sickle cell anemia as recently as 2004, 75% of which were adults with hospital 

costs just shy of $500 million11. It is also important to note that before the use of Hydroxyurea as 

a treatment for SCD, patients had a life expectancy averaged at 45 years12.  

 

Mechanism of Disease 

Normal red blood cells are disc-shaped cells that can easily move through the blood 

vessels and carry oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the body.  They can deform their shape to 

maintain smooth flow and return to their original shape afterwards. A normal RBC size is about 

6-8 µm in diameter, and they must deform and pass through splenic sinusoids with a 2 µm 

clearance13. RBCs contain an iron-rich protein called hemoglobin that is responsible for its 

oxygen transport capabilities. The normal adult hemoglobin (hemoglobin A) is made up of two 

α-globin chains and two β-globin chains. However, patients who are homozygous for the 

hemoglobin S gene produce β-globin with a point mutation of a single nucleotide substitution of 

GAG to GTG, where valine is replaced with glutamic acid at the sixth position in the β-globin 

chain. This genetic abnormality leads to the production of sickle hemoglobin (hemoglobin S), a 

protein that can polymerize into long fibers 

when deoxygenated, thereby decreasing red-

cell deformability and damaging the cell 

membrane13. The sickled red blood cells can 

then become stiff and sticky, and they tend 

to block blood flow in the blood vessels of the Figure 1: Transformation of a Normal Red Blood Cell to the 
characteristic sickle-shape in SCD. 
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limbs and organs as the cells clump together, causing pain and organ damage.  

The level of polymerization depends on the composition of hemoglobin in the cells; such 

that an increased amount of hemoglobin S in the cell results in increased polymerization. In 

contrast, polymerization is greatly reduced when other forms of hemoglobin without the mutant 

sickle β-globin chains are present14. Most of the red blood cells that circulate through the body 

differentiate from mature erythroid precursor cells in the bone marrow, with red blood cells in a 

healthy adult made up of nearly 100% hemoglobin A – while those in sickle cell anemia patients 

contain almost 100% hemoglobin S. However, there is a smaller population of red blood cells 

that do not differentiate from mature erythroid precursors, these cells differentiate directly from 

immature progenitor cells14. This kind of cells have a different composition of hemoglobin 

referred to as fetal hemoglobin (hemoglobin F), which contains more active γ-globin genes and 

produce red blood cells with elevated levels of hemoglobin containing two α-globin chains and 

two γ-globin chains. It is referred to as fetal hemoglobin because it is the predominant type of 

hemoglobin found in a fetus. In a patient with sickle cell disease, an increase in fetal hemoglobin 

significantly reduces the damage caused by sickle hemoglobin; since they reduce the overall 

percentage of hemoglobin S present in circulation14.  

The pathophysiological manifestations of sickle cell anemia can be attributed to the 

elevated levels of hemoglobin S present in circulation, and the effects of this abnormal 

hemoglobin causes disease through three different mechanisms. Firstly, the affected red blood 

cells lose the ability to deform once they are deoxygenated, this leads to obstruction of blood 

vessels and ischemia since the cells can no longer squeeze through tight spaces13. The 

obstruction of vessels in turn causes further complications such as acute chest syndrome, 

dysfunction of the spleen, joint pain, and acute stroke. Secondly, the damage to the cell 
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membranes significantly shortens the life span of the red blood cells15,16,17. The decrease in red 

blood cells leads to decreased availability of nitric oxide, increased vascular tone, and 

hypertension of the pulmonary artery15. Thirdly, the abnormal external surfaces of the damaged 

red blood cells result in increased adherence to the vascular endothelium, which leads to damage 

of the endothelium. This endothelial damage is a critical factor in the development of vaso-

occlusion and proliferative lesion formation or blood clots18. The major mechanisms of the sickle 

cell disease can thereby be categorized into the following; vaso-occlusion, acute chest syndrome, 

and hemolysis.  

Vaso-Occlusion 

The painful crisis associated with the sickle cell disease is primarily from vaso-occlusion. 

These episodes are caused by the entrapment of the blood cells in the vessels, leading to 

obstruction of blood flow and organ ischemia18. In the microcirculation of transgenic mouse 

models of sickle cell disease, it was observed that in the presence of hypoxia or inflammatory 

agents such as tumor necrosis factor α (TNF- α) or lipopolysaccharides (LPS), there is an 

increase in adhesive interactions between the vascular endothelium, leukocytes, and erythrocytes 

in the post-capillary venules, initiating vascular occlusion19-21.  

 

Acute Chest Syndrome 

Acute chest syndrome is the second most common cause of hospitalization in sickle cell 

patients, but also the most common cause of intensive care admissions and premature death11. It 

is a manifestation of lung injury comparable to acute respiratory distress syndrome, as the 

patients develop pulmonary infiltrates that make it difficult to breathe. Other accompanying 

symptoms include chest pain, fever, tachypnea, wheezing, and cough22. There are three proposed 

causes for acute chest syndrome; pulmonary infection, bone marrow fat embolus, and 
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sequestration of sickled red blood cells in pulmonary vasculature. A majority of the pulmonary 

infection cases reported have been attributed to a community-acquired pathogen that elicits an 

exaggerated inflammatory response in these patients. In previous work done by Holtzclaw and 

Sabaa et al., using transgenic mice that express human hemoglobin S, they were able to 

determine that having the defective hemoglobin leads to a greater susceptibility to inflammatory 

triggers such as lipopolysaccharides. They also found an increased chance of episodic crisis 

when the subjects were exposed to environmental hypoxia, and extensive lung injury at doses of 

endotoxin or degrees of hypoxia that do not adversely affect wild-type mice 23, 24.  

Hemolysis 

Normal red blood cells have a life span of about 110 to 120 days after which they are said 

to be old or senescent, the senescent RBCs are cleared by the macrophages in the spleen. The 

hemoglobin within the RBCs is properly recycled through an elaborate mechanism.  Once the 

RBC ruptures, it releases the hemoglobin within it into the blood, this liberated hemoglobin 

becomes engulfed by macrophages and becomes broken down into heme and globin. The globin 

is further broken down into amino acids that can be used to synthesize new proteins. The heme 

undergoes multiple stages of degradation, as it can be dangerously toxic if allowed to roam free 

in the blood. Iron is extracted from the heme and then escorted to various parts of the body by 

the transport protein transferrin. It can then be stored in the liver and spleen, or sent to the bone 

marrow to make new hemoglobin via erythropoiesis. The remaining components of heme are 

converted into biliverdin, and through the activity of the enzyme –biliverdin reductase – it is 

quickly converted into bilirubin. Free bilirubin is transported to the liver by albumin, which is 

another transport protein found in the blood serum. Bilirubin and the bilirubin derivatives are 

then processed and excreted from the body as waste26.   
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The hemoglobin released by red blood cells is broken down and cleaned up through a 

complex biochemical system that detoxifies the heme that gets liberated. The free hemoglobin 

binds to a protein present in blood serum called haptoglobin, and they both form a complex that 

is recognized by hemoglobin scavenger CD163, a transmembrane glycoprotein whose function is 

to initiate the uptake of hemoglobin into macrophages. The engulfment of hemoglobin activates 

interleukin-10 secretion and induces the expression of enzymes that catalyze heme such as heme 

oxygenase-1 and biliverdin reductase26-28.  Some of the downstream activities of these proteins 

occur in response to the oxidative and inflammatory effects of free heme, iron, and oxygen. The 

complex formed when haptoglobin binds to hemoglobin reduces the heme-mediated lipid 

peroxidation, while heme oxygenase-1 generates carbon monoxide and biliverdin –both of which 

limits proliferative and thrombotic vascular injury, and biliverdin reductase generates NADPH 

and reduces glutathione 29. Belcher et al., have done work to determine new approaches to 

treating vascular injury in sickle cell disease, some of the proposed methods include haptoglobin 

infusions, inhaled carbon monoxide gas or carbon monoxide releasing compounds, and genetic 

or pharmacologic induction of heme oxygenases30.   

 

Effects of Hemolysis on Nitric Oxide 

In a patient with sickle cell disease, the complex system meant to regulate and dispose 

hemoglobin and its derivatives are overworked. This is due to the abnormal red blood cells 

whose life span greatly decrease from over 100 days in normal RBCs, to merely hours or a few 

days in sickled RBCs32, 33. Free hemoglobin in the blood is a strong scavenger of nitric oxide, it 

can also generate reactive oxygen species like superoxide anions and hydroxyl radicals. Nitric 

oxide (NO) is produced by the endothelium to regulate basal vasodilator tone, inhibit platelet 

activation, inhibit vascular cell adhesion molecules, and to reduce the levels of superoxides 
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through radical-radical interactions34-38. It has a very short half-life in the blood as it reacts with 

hemoglobin to form methemoglobin and nitrate. Since the activity of nitric oxide is essential to 

proper function of the vasculature, the most important regulatory mechanism that maintains 

sufficient nitric oxide availability arguably is the compartmentalization of hemoglobin within 

erythrocytes, because it prevents the interaction of NO 

with hemoglobin to occur39. The constant flow of 

blood creates a diffusion barrier that prevents nitric 

oxide from entering into the red blood cells, reducing 

the rate of intracellular hemoglobin reaction with nitric 

oxide by about three orders of magnitude. However, 

this mechanism cannot protect against the release of 

hemoglobin into the blood during hemolysis, resulting 

in a severe decrease in nitric oxide bioactivity due to 

the interaction of free hemoglobin with nitric oxide, a 

clinical state referred to as endothelial-cell 

dysfunction and nitric oxide resistance40. 

 

 

 

Evaluation of Different Treatment Modalities of SCD 

The current treatment modalities used for SCD patients are mainly supportive measures 

with no significant change to the underlying pathophysiology. Current therapies are designed to 

prevent sickle-cell crises, but supportive care remains the only treatment available once they 

occur. Although some of these treatments have improved quality of life and survival, 

Figure 2: Nitric oxide diffusion into vascular lumen, 
smooth muscle, and erythrocytes. Reacts with 
oxyhemoglobin to form nitrate. 
This figure was originally published in Blood77 and is 
reproduced with permission. © The American Society of 
Hematology 
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hydroxyurea is currently the only disease-modifying therapy approved for sickle cell disease. 

This section will briefly review the major treatment options available to SCD patients, their 

respective mechanisms of action, and conclude with the effect of hydroxyurea on the SCD 

symptoms that have been discussed thus far.  

 

Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation 

Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation (HCT) is the transplantation of stem cells and 

progenitor cells usually derived from the bone marrow, peripheral blood, or umbilical cord blood 

of a healthy host41. HCT can be autologous (derived from the patient’s stem cells) or allogenic 

(derived from a healthy donor), but we shall only consider allogenic HCT in SCD patients. In 

these cases, the patient’s immune system is ablated using radiation or chemotherapy, before the 

transplant from a healthy host is done. As expected, this can lead to multiple complications such 

as infections or graft-versus-host diseases, and is reserved for patients with advanced cases of 

SCD42. Another consideration is the issue of finding a compatible donor, as the allogenic donor 

must have a matching Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) type with the recipient. Myeloablative 

allogeneic HCT is curative but has been historically performed only in children younger than 16 

years of age, as mild modifications in the treatment regimen and supportive care have improved 

outcome such that most children with a suitable HLA-matched sibling donor can expect a cure 

from this approach. However, treatment outcomes have not been as successful in adult patients 

due to excess toxicity resulting from accumulated disease burden. Simply put, the younger the 

better for transplantation43. Although the curative potential of HCT has been well established in 

several nonmalignant disorders and remains a viable option in SCD, there is still the issue of 

determining which patients warrant the potential risks of this technique.  
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5-Azacytidine 

As previously discussed, there is a significant protective effect of HbF against SCD 

symptoms, and multiple attempts have been made to upregulate the expression of the HbF-

associated gamma-globin gene that is silenced early after birth. In development, the erythroid 

cells undergo a switch from gamma globin (HbF) to beta globin (HbA) in the newborn period. 

The inactive gamma gene becomes methylated and the newly active beta globin gene becomes 

hypomethylated, where the methylation acts to silence the gene44. 5-azacytidine is an 

antineoplastic drug that inhibits the sustained methylation of DNA, and has been recruited to 

attempt to hypomethylate the gamma globin gene and consequently reactivate HbF production. 

When 5-azacytidine is incorporated into newly synthesized DNA in tissue culture cells, the 

activity of DNA methyltransferase in these cells is markedly reduced, therefore allowing newly 

synthesized DNA in these cells to be relatively hypomethylated44.   

Equipped with the knowledge that 5-azacytidine can selectively increase gamma-globin 

synthesis in a patient with beta +-thalassemia, Ley at al., conducted a clinical trial to treat two 

patients with sickle cell anemia and two additional patients with beta + thalassemia44. The drug 

was administered at 2 mg/kg/day continuously infused for 7 days with no apparent clinical 

toxicity. However, the results showed that the gamma/beta-globin biosynthetic ratio increased 

four-fold to six-fold in the bone marrow cells of each patient after treatment and remained 

elevated for 7–14 additional days. They also showed increased hypomethylation of DNA near 

the gamma-globin genes in bone marrow cells only two days after beginning the 5-azacytidine 

infusion. The peripheral blood HbF level increased from 6.0% to 13.7% in one patient with 

sickle cell anemia and from 1.6% to 8.9% in the second. This increase suggests that patients who 

receive adequate doses of 5-azacytidine will show a significant increase in gamma-globin. The 
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drawback to using this drug is its potential to be carcinogenic. The beneficial effects remain 

transient as long term use has not been sufficiently tested in humans, and painful vaso-occlusive 

crises continued to occur in some patients even while using this drug. With definite therapeutic 

efficacy of 5-azacytidine not yet established, this drug should not be used to treat patients with 

beta-thalassemia or sickle cell anemia except for the purposes of carefully controlled 

investigation44,45.  

Erythropoietin 

Concerns regarding the long-term use of drugs like azacytidine has caused researchers to 

identify safer alternatives for inducing HbF production, which is why erythropoietin is been 

evaluated as a potential therapy for SCD. Erythropoietin is a hormone that is naturally secreted 

by the kidneys to increase the rate of red blood cell production in response to decreasing levels 

of oxygen in tissues. Early studies reported that the use of Recombinant Human Erythropoietin 

(rhEpo) resulted in an increase in fetal hemoglobin in the newly produced RBCs46. However, 

subsequent clinical studies on the effect of rhEpo have produced conflicting results such as a 

double-blinded study by Nagel et al., which showed that the effect of rhEpo could not be 

demonstrated at low doses. They recommend that erythropoietin be used in conjunction with 

hydroxyurea in order to stimulate significant increase in HbF production47.  There is a subset of 

SCD patients who do not respond to hydroxyurea therapy, but have been shown to respond when 

hydroxyurea is administered in conjunction with erythropoietin. The disadvantage of this 

combination therapy is the need for parenteral medication and the exorbitant cost of 

erythropoietin, which presents the challenge of finding the appropriate dosage and protocol to 

obtain HbF-sustained response by rHuEPO alone or in combination with other drugs, such as 

hydroxyurea48.  
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Butyric Acid 

The search for a physiologic model that prevents the developmentally regulated switch 

from fetal to adult globin gene expression has resulted in the synthesis of a new class of 

therapeutic agents, consisting of simple fatty acids like butyric acid, for the treatment of the beta-

hemoglobinopathies. Butyrate and related drugs has been shown to stimulate HbF gene 

expression in erythroid cells cultured from human patients and animal models such as chickens, 

sheeps, and primates49. This class of drugs are reported as the first drugs designed to 

transcriptionally activate specific genes, and for SCD patients they have been recruited to 

reactivate the developmentally silenced fetal globin genes. The results from clinical trials 

showed initial efficacy in stimulating HbF expression in 50 – 85% of patients, reducing the need 

for transfusions in these patients49. Although these drugs have shown tremendous promise with 

no generalized toxicity, most patients do develop drug tolerance after prolonged therapy leading 

to the need for further analysis of the exact mechanism of action to help design other therapeutic 

agents that can regulate these gene transcriptions49.  

Direct chemical inhibition of polymerization 

A different approach to curb the symptoms of SCD is to target the hemoglobin 

polymerization. This method is being explored as direct chemical inhibition of polymerization. If 

successful, this method will block polymerization preventing the RBC from being locked in the 

sickled position. The proposed mechanism for these inhibitors of sickling would be to increase 

oxygen affinity which in turn would reduce the amount of deoxyhemoglobin S in the RBCs, 

since the sickling occurs in response to low oxygen levels. They may also function by binding to 

contact sites on the HbS fiber to directly inhibit polymer assembly and/or growth. In order for 

this method to be effective, the drug will have to be readily absorbable, able to circulate in 
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plasma without binding to plasma proteins, able to penetrate the RBC membrane, and most 

importantly be able to inhibit the polymerization without having a deleterious effect on oxygen 

transport50. Since the amount of hemoglobin in the body is large, the delivered quantity of the 

drug will also have to be correspondingly large, these are the challenges that make this method 

difficult. This led to the identification of 5-hydroxymethyl-2-furfural (5HMF), a naturally 

occurring aromatic aldehyde, as an agent that fulfils these criteria. Early studies in vitro have 

shown that 5HMF forms a covalent Schiff-base adduct with HbS and inhibits RBC sickling50. 

Further studies with transgenic sickle mice showed that orally administered 5HMF was rapidly 

absorbed into the bloodstream from the gastrointestinal tract without being destroyed, penetrated 

the red blood cell membrane and specifically bound with, and modified HbS molecules at levels 

as high as 90%. This treatment in transgenic mice was able to inhibit the formation of sickle cells 

and significantly prolonged survival time under severe hypoxia. For comparison, the untreated 

mice died within 15 minutes because of sickling-dependent complications50. These results 

support the feasibility of 5HMF as an attractive potential candidate for therapy of sickle cell 

disease, as it meets most of the criteria set forth.  

Some other compounds being evaluated as direct inhibitors of polymerization include:  

• Potassium Cyanate: The crisis phase of sickle-cell anemia has been successfully 

treated with urea, which is in equilibrium with cyanate in solution, this prompted 

the investigation that cyanate might itself prevent the sickling of erythrocytes. The 

results show that in contrast to the high concentration of urea needed to reversibly 

prevent sickling in-vitro (about 1M), only 0.01 – 0.10M of potassium cyanate is 

needed to irreversibly inhibit sickling to the same extent51. 
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• Diaspirins that cross-link beta-chains of hemoglobin: Two double-headed 

aspirins, bis (3, 5-dibromosalicyl) succinate and bis (3, 5-dibromosalicyl) 

fumarate, have been found to be potent acylating agents of intracellular 

hemoglobin (A or S) in vitro. Both of these reagents cross-links beta chains of 

hemoglobin, resulting in modified hemoglobins with increased oxygen affinities 

and reduced tendencies to sickle52.  

• Antilipoproteinemia Drugs: Several aromatic compounds have identified to 

inhibit the gelling of sickle cell hemoglobin. There have been attempts to 

correlate the antigelling activity of such compounds with the stereo-chemistry of 

their binding sites in the hemoglobin molecule, which led to the discovery that 

two known antilipoproteinemia drugs, clofibrate and gemfibrozil, have antigelling 

activity. X-ray analysis showed that clofibrate binds to the walls of the internal 

cavity of deoxyhemoglobin A, but unlike other antigelling agents, clofibric acid 

and related compounds decrease rather than increase the oxygen affinity of 

hemoglobin53. 

Mechanism of erythrocyte dehydration  

The polymerization of hemoglobin in red blood cells is the main cause of vaso-occlusive 

and hematologic symptoms seen in sickle cell disease, but the major factor that determines the 

rate of polymerization is the intracellular concentration of HbS. Therefore, multiple research 

efforts have been centered on altering the cell volume and contents to influence the disease 

pathways54. Dehydration in sickled RBCs occur in response to the loss of potassium, chloride, 

and water from the cells, a process that is heavily influenced by two ion transport pathways; K-

Cl cotransport and a calcium-activated potassium channel54. In a study done to evaluate the 
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dehydration patterns observed in red blood cells of patients homozygous for hemoglobin C – an 

abnormal type of hemoglobin that reduces the plasticity of the RBCs – it was reported that these 

hemoglobin C cells can regulate their volume through a pathway for potassium transport that is 

not active in normal HbA cells. This pathway depends on the cell volume and pH and cannot be 

disrupted by standard inhibitors of the Na-K pump or Na-K-Cl cotransporters such as ouabain 

and bumetanide55. The activation of the volume-dependent K transport has been attributed to the 

presence of the more positively charged hemoglobin C through electrostatic interactions between 

the hemoglobin C and cell membrane components. Since hemoglobin S also has a charge 

difference, then a similar phenomenon is expected as was seen in hemoglobin C cells56. 

Compared to normal RBCs, the transport rates of potassium are much higher in sickle red cells 

due in part to chronic hemolysis, an increase in the population of young cells, and the induction 

of the cotransporter by acidification or urea57. The K-Cl cotransporters in normal RBCs are 

inhibited by low oxygen levels and cannot be stimulated by low pH or urea, in contrast, the 

transporters in sickled RBCs are independent of oxygen levels and retain the ability to be 

activated by low pH and urea. Because of this poor regulation, the K-Cl cotransporters in sickle 

erythrocytes can induce significant potassium, chloride, and water loss. These dehydrated cells 

are left with an increased cellular hemoglobin (HbS) concentration, which in turn leads to a 

marked increase in the polymerization of HbS and sickling58, 59.  

 

 

Lowering hemoglobin concentration  

There have been multiple attempts to reduce the overall concentration of hemoglobin in 

SCD patients, with different therapeutic approaches proposed to achieve this. One major 

approach was the induction of hypotonic hyponatremia with associated cell swelling via the 
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administration of 1-desamino-8-D-arginine vasopressin (DDAVP) and a high-water intake. Since 

the formation of sickle cells is dependent on the intracellular concentration of deoxyhemoglobin 

S, the research was to investigate the possibility of altering or preventing sickle-cell crises by 

reducing serum sodium, causing the RBCs to swell. In the study done in three SCD patients who 

had been disabled by recurrent painful crises, Rosa et al., induced sustained dilutional 

hyponatremia via dDAVP in combination with a high fluid intake. Mean corpuscular 

hemoglobin concentration fell, and the degree of sickling at low partial oxygen pressure was 

reduced. They also found that chronic hyponatremia reduced the frequency of painful crises, 

while acute hyponatremia reduced the duration of crises. Although this treatment proved to be 

efficacious, it also requires continuous monitoring of the plasma sodium concentration which is a 

demanding and risky task to be done on a routine outpatient basis59. There has been some 

progress made in the development of more conducive drugs that can inhibit potassium and 

chloride loss from sickled RBCs. The proposed mechanism is to inhibit the Gardos channel, K-

Cl cotransport, and the anion conductance that operates in parallel with the Gardos channel60-63. 

The results of these initial experiments yielded some positive results, but there is still a lot of 

work needed to determine safety and efficacy of induced hyponatremia in the prevention and 

treatment of sickle-cell crises. 

 

Selectin-blocking therapies  

Selectins are molecules that are expressed on the surface of both endothelial and blood 

cells, and they contribute to the increased adhesion between blood cells and the microvasculature 

that promotes vaso-occlusion. Agents that can block the binding of the selectin molecules have 

been proposed as a therapy for the vaso-occlusive events in SCD patients, a method that was 

tested in a trial that randomly assigned 76 patients with SCD to receive the pan-selectin inhibitor 
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Rivipansel (GMI-1070) or a placebo. The results revealed that the time to resolution of vaso-

occlusive events, defined by either a sustained decrease in pain score, transition to oral analgesia, 

or hospital discharge, was similar between the two groups. However, there was a trend towards 

faster resolution of pain with rivipansel. Larger trials are planned to determine if this trend will 

yield a clinically significant alternative64.  

 

 

Hydroxyurea 

Hydroxyurea is a versatile drug that has been used to treat multiple conditions for 

decades such as myeloproliferative disorders, chronic myelogenous leukemia, AIDS, psoriasis, 

and as recently as the early 1990s started being considered for treating sickle cell anemia. It 

belongs to a class of compounds called hydroxamic acids, which have the ability to bind to 

metals. As previously discussed, there is a protective effect of having a higher population of HbF 

compared to HbS in SCD patients, with multiple research efforts focused on that goal. The 

widely-accepted method to increase fetal hemoglobin in patients with β-thalassemia or sickle-

cell anemia is attributed to the hypomethylation of DNA in the region of γ-globin genes. 

However, the current treatments in sickle cell anemia is now based on trying to shift hemoglobin 

production from sickle hemoglobin (HbS) to fetal hemoglobin (HbF) by manipulating the 

kinetics of bone marrow proliferation to favor HbF production. This concept had been 

investigated by Letvin et al., who tested the effects of hydroxyurea in anemic baboons, and they 

were able to show that Hydroxyurea, a cytotoxic drug that has no influence on DNA 

methylation, could significantly drive the synthesis of HbF65.  The first human patients treated 

with Hydroxyurea had a positive response within 72 hours of therapy administration, with an 

elevated level of fetal hemoglobin66. 
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A review was published in 2001 to determine the effect of hydroxyurea as a therapy for 

SCD in all age groups regardless of the setting – whether outcomes differed in developed versus 

undeveloped countries. The objectives of this review were to determine whether the use of 

hydroxyurea in people with SCD could a) alter the pattern of acute events, including pain; b) 

prevent, delay or reverse organ dysfunction; c) alter survival and quality of life; and d) to 

identify any associated adverse effects. The results showed that hydroxyurea can ameliorate the 

symptoms of SCD significantly without any adverse effects67. This finding spurred a wave of 

new research to figure out the efficacy, dosing, and possibility that a cure for SCD has been 

identified.  

Mechanism of Action of Hydroxyurea 

The precise mechanism of action of hydroxyurea is not fully understood, but there are 

multiple theories that have been proposed to explain the positive effects that can reverse the 

clinical course of the disease.  

• Selective increase in G-gamma expression: Recall that the mRNA required to make 

normal adult hemoglobin (HbA) is derived from the A-gamma gene, while the fetal 

hemoglobin (HbF) is derived from G-gamma gene. Studies have reported that when 

treated with hydroxyurea, the mRNA levels for G gamma increased 2.3-fold, whereas the 

A-gamma mRNA levels did not change. This demonstrates a selective increase of G-

gamma expression in the presence of hydroxyurea, which mimics the selective regulation 

of fetal hemoglobin genes as seen in human development, where approximately 70% of 

the total fetal hemoglobin is G-gamma68. Therefore, understanding the exact mechanism 

by which hydroxyurea regulates fetal hemoglobin gene expression may yield insights into 
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the developmental regulation of hemoglobin expression as well as the mechanisms of 

action of other therapeutic agents currently being used to treat sickle cell disease. 

• Production of Nitric Oxide: Another potentially important effect of hydroxyurea is its 

role in the production of nitric oxide, with recent studies demonstrating that hydroxyurea 

is able to generate the nitric oxide (NO) radical in vivo. In the work done by Cokic et al., 

they found that hydroxyurea induces a mechanism for NO-derived HbF induction, 

suggesting possibilities for therapies based on NO-releasing or -potentiating agents69. The 

production of nitric oxide may also compensate for the loss of endogenous nitric oxide 

due to intravascular hemolysis, restoring the endothelial ability to regulate basal 

vasodilator tone, inhibit platelet activation, inhibit vascular cell adhesion molecules, and 

to reduce the levels of superoxides through radical-radical interactions – all of which 

reduces SCD symptoms. In an attempt to understand the exact mechanism for the 

increased HBF induction, a study of long term effects of Hydroxyurea analyzed 

microarray expression of early reticulocyte RNA from children with SCD, examining the 

effects of the drug in vivo70. The results revealed an extensive effect on RBC producing 

genes by significantly decreasing the expression of the genes involved in translation, 

ribosome assembly and chromosome organization. The drug also altered the expression 

of a specific gene that acts as a key regulator of baseline HbF levels, BCL11A. Lowering 

the expression of the BCL11A gene allows for increased HbF levels70.   

• SAR1 and JNK Mechanism: Zhu et al., performed some experiments to provide a 

molecular explanation for the effects of Hydroxyurea. Already equipped with the 

knowledge that this drug can induce c-Jun expression at both transcriptional and 

posttranscriptional levels, and blocks erythroid differentiation71, they wanted to further 
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understand the molecular mechanisms by which HbF production is altered. They 

identified a hydroxyurea-induced small guanosine triphosphate-binding protein named 

Secretion-Associated and Ras-Related protein (SAR1) in human adult erythroid cells. 

This protein was shown to be heavily involved in HbF production as it is crucial for 

vesicle budding and membrane trafficking, both important steps in protein synthesis and 

transport. SAR1 is normally increasingly expressed during erythropoiesis, but can be 

further induced by hydroxyurea as it stimulates the interaction of Nuclear Factor – κB 

(NFκB) with its cognate-binding site on the SAR1 promoter, acting as a regulator of 

transcriptional expression72. Simply put, an overexpression of SAR1 upregulates the 

translation of γ-globin genes that produce HbF. Silencing the expression of the SAR1 

protein showed a significant reduction in both basal and hydroxyurea-induced HBF 

production, a reduction in the hydroxyurea-mediated S-phase arrest of the cell cycle, and 

apoptosis of the cells72. Another area of interest is the role of the c-Jun N-terminal Kinase 

(JNK) and Giα expression. When inhibited these protein result in the reduction of both γ-

globin expression and HbF levels, indicating that activation of Giα/JNK/Jun proteins is 

required for SAR1-mediated HbF induction. These findings show that hydroxyurea 

induces SAR1, which in turn activates γ-globin expression predominantly through the 

Giα/JNK/Jun pathway. This opens up the possibility that the SAR1 protein is a viable 

therapeutic target for β-globin disorders72. 

• Reduced Neutrophil Count: This is another proposed mechanism of action for the 

reduced symptoms in SCD, as hydroxyurea therapy results in a reduced neutrophil count 

with a corresponding decrease in inflammation73. Neutrophils are the most abundant 

white blood cells in the human body, which plays a significant role in inflammation and 
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fighting infections.  The neutrophils found in patients with SCD show an increased 

affinity to bind to fibronectin, with lower thresholds of activation74. Therefore, the mild 

neutropenia that accompanies hydroxyurea therapy is thought to contribute to the drug’s 

efficacy as it reduces the inflammation associated with the ischemic events in SCD crisis. 

There is also a decrease in the number of reticulocytes and low density HbS RBCs, which 

also has a positive contribution as these cells are more likely to adhere to the vascular 

endothelium to promote obstruction. Patients treated with hydroxyurea showed 

significant reduction in endothelial adhesions within two weeks, long before a substantial 

induction of HbF had occurred75. 

 
 

Discussion 

A definitive treatment for sickle cell anemia has been widely explored, with significant 

strides made towards the goal. As outlined in this review, researchers have identified therapies 

that target the disease processes at multiple steps, but still face the limitations of dose regulation 

and safety. For example; the hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) showed tremendous 

potential as it introduces healthy stem cells into the SCD patient to allow for the proliferation of 

healthy cells. But the drawback of having to destroy the patient’s immune system and the 

limitations in advanced age patients makes this technique too dangerous to be the mainstay 

treatment. A similar theme is observed in the other treatment modalities proposed with 

drawbacks ranging from cost to carcinogenesis.    

Hydroxyurea was already in use for other conditions – like chronic myelogenous 

leukemia, AIDS, and psoriasis – therefore the safety of the drug was already well known. What 

remained unknown was the exact mechanism of action in SCD patients, and this review 
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discussed the most plausible mechanisms proposed. The multi-faceted mechanism of action of 

Hydroxyurea is the only explanation that accounts for all the different outcomes it provides. A 

selective increase in the expression of g-gamma when hydroxyurea is administered is 

comparable to the selective regulation seen in fetal development, and this might be the most 

important action of the drug as it significantly increases the population of HbF cells. 

Hydroxyurea also compensates for the loss of endogenous nitric oxide – allowing the 

endothelium to regulate basal vasodilator tone, inhibit platelet activation, inhibit vascular cell 

adhesion molecules, and to reduce the levels of superoxides through radical-radical interactions.  

In conclusion, Hydroxyurea provides a multi-faceted approach to combat the effects of 

sickle cell anemia while being cost effective and safer than all the other proposed treatments. 

Despite the positive results noted in the use of Hydroxyurea, the effects of this drug are not 

curative and more work needs to be done to explore other options that provide a lasting treatment 

to patients suffering from sickle cell anemia.  

Thesis Proposal 

Most of the treatments discussed in this review has been focused on methods to 

alter the gamma gene to increase the population of HbF, but I propose a different 

approach focused on epigenetics. Epigenetics is focused on the effects of gene 

expression, and by modifying what genes are turned on or off, the significant changes 

they effect can be observed76. During development, the gamma-globin gene is silenced by 

an enzyme DNA methyltransferase. This silencing is achieved by adding a methyl group 

to the CpG islands, which are regulatory hotspots near transcription start sites. When this 
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region is methylated, it prevents 

the binding of transcription 

factors to the promoter region, 

serving as a signal not to express 

the gene it codes for, 

consequently silencing the gene. 

This process is seen in the 

gamma-globin gene of 

hemoglobin where the gene is 

silenced by the activity of DNA methyltransferase. The formation of a Methyl-CpG 

complex recruits another enzyme Histone deacetylase, which functions to lock the 

chromatin in a closed conformation that is not readily transcribed.  I hypothesize that the 

silencing of the gamma-globin gene by DNA methyltransferase can be reversed by 

upregulating an opposing 

enzyme Demethylase, this 

enzyme acts to remove the 

methyl group from the CpG 

islands and reverse the 

binding of Histone 

deacetylase allowing the 

transcription of already 

silenced genes to proceed. 

This will lead to an increase in HbF population in SCD.  

Figure 3: Inhibition of transcription by DNA Methyltransferase. The addition 
of methyl groups to the CpG Island hinders transcription and silences the 
gene. 

Figure 4: Gene Methylation Cycle. The activity of opposing enzymes DNA 
methylase and Demethylase can be explored to reverse gene silencing. 
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Future Research 

Hydroxyurea has provided a much-needed relief from the symptoms patients suffer from in 

sickle cell anemia, but this relief remains temporary. The need to identify a permanent solution is 

eminent, and the answer might lie in some of the aforementioned treatment modalities. Some of 

the areas of further research are listed below.  

- Nitric Oxide Resistance: The rapid hemolysis of red blood cells overwhelms the body’s 

ability to adequately recycle hemoglobin, allowing free heme to flow in the blood due to 

saturated transport proteins. The free hemoglobin then acts as a potent scavenger for 

nitric oxide, and generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the process. The importance 

of having nitric oxide in circulation was outlined in the Effects of Hemolysis on Nitric 

Oxide section, with the generated ROS causing endothelial damage and cell injury. There 

is still a need for more ways to potentiate the safe increase of nitric oxide in the 

bloodstream of SCD patients to help combat the scavenging activity of hemoglobin. This 

is one of the mechanism of hydroxyurea, but a more targeted therapy might be beneficial.  

- Direct chemical inhibition of polymerization: Drugs like 5-hydroxymethyl-2-furfural 

(5HMF) have shown positive improvements in the inhibition of polymerization, but 

further studies needs to be done to evaluate other potential direct inhibitors such as 

Potassium cyanate, Diaspirins, and Antilipoproteinemia drugs.  

- The exact mechanism of HbF upregulation by Hydroxyurea has still not been elucidated, 

and that remains a source of concern especially in regards to long term use. It has been 

shown that hydroxyurea can induce c-Jun expression at both transcriptional and 

posttranscriptional levels and then act on the Secretion-Associated and Ras-Related 

protein (SAR1) in human adult erythroid cells. SAR1 is upregulated during 
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erythropoiesis, but can be further induced with hydroxyurea as it stimulates the 

interaction of Nuclear Factor – κB (NFκB) with its cognate-binding site on the SAR1 

promoter, acting as a regulator of transcriptional expression. The SAR1 protein needs to 

be explored as a viable therapeutic target, as it could provide a safer long term option for 

SCD.  
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